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Symmetry may act as a marker of phenotypic and genetic quality and is preferred dur-
ing mate selection in a variety of species. Measures of human body symmetry correlate
with attractiveness, but studies manipulating human face images report a preference for
asymmetry. These results may reflect unnatural feature shapes and changes in skin tex-
tures introduced by image processing. When the shape of facial features is varied (with
skin textures held constant), increasing symmetry of face shape increases ratings of at-
tractiveness for both male and female faces. These findings imply facial symmetry may
have a positive impact on mate selection in humans. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc.
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uring growth, challenges to health increase fluctuating asymmetry
[individual variation between left and right in traits that tend to be
symmetric at the population level (Ludvig 1932; Van Valen 1962)].
Symmetry may therefore indicate phenotypic quality and how well an

individual’s genome can resist disease and maintain normal development in the face
of environmental perturbation (Møller 1990; Parsons 1992). Developmental stabil-
ity may be heritable (Møller and Thornhill 1997), which would engender selection
for preferences for mates with low fluctuating asymmetry. Female preference for
symmetry of male characteristics has been demonstrated in both insects (Radesäater
and Halldórsdóttir 1993) and birds (Møller 1992; Swaddle and Cuthill 1994; for a
meta-analysis of the role of symmetry in sexual selection see Møller and Thornhill
1998). Sexually selected characteristics exhibit increased levels of fluctuating asym-
metry in nonhuman primate species (Manning and Chamberlain 1993).
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Symmetry also appears to be associated with sexual selection and reproductive
success of humans (Gangestad and Thornhill 1997; Møller et al. 1995; Singh 1995;
Thornhill et al. 1995). Measures of symmetry in the human body and face correlate
with attractiveness (Gangestad et al. 1994; Grammer and Thornhill 1994; Mealey
and Bridgstock 1999). Such correlations may, however, be due to other factors co-
varying with symmetry. For example, sex hormones may influence the symmetry of
growth (Thornhill and Gangestad 1993) and chin shape, which independently af-
fects attractiveness (Perrett et al. 1994).

Given that mate selection in animals including humans appears to be influ-
enced by symmetry, it is surprising that most studies directly manipulating human
facial images have found that asymmetry is generally preferred to symmetry
(Kowner 1996; Langlois et al. 1994; Samuels et al. 1994; Swaddle and Cuthill
1995). Most of these studies have created symmetric face images by aligning one
half face with its mirror reflection (Kowner 1996; Langlois et al. 1994; Samuels et
al. 1994) (Figure 1c–d). These techniques may induce additional stimulus differ-
ences unrelated to symmetry. The mirror reflecting technique can introduce ab-
normal feature shapes. For example, a mouth of normal width displaced to the
right of the midline (Figure 1a) will assume atypical widths in left mirrored (Fig-
ure 1c) and right mirrored (Figure 1d) chimeric face images. Asymmetry may
have been preferred in a further study (Swaddle and Cuthill 1995) because asym-
metric original faces were compared to symmetric images with different skin tex-
tures (induced by combining original and mirror images). Whereas averaging tex-
tures over a large number of faces results in an even skin texture, combining a face
with its mirror image may actually increase the number of apparent blemishes. For
example, a face with a dark spot on the left cheek combined with its mirror image
would generate a face with two slightly paler symmetric spots on the left and right
cheeks.

Alternatively, humans, unlike many other animals, may prefer some degree
of asymmetry in faces because this makes them look more distinctive or expres-
sive. In humans there are tendencies for directional asymmetries (consistent dif-
ferences between left and right sides of the body) that occur throughout the popu-
lation. The most prominent directional asymmetries are, however, transient in
nature and occur during speech and emotional expressions. During speech, most
people (76%) make movements of greater amplitude on the right side of their
mouth (the left side on an image, Graves et al. 1982; Graves and Landis 1990;
Wolf and Goodale 1987). These asymmetries are probably related to the greater
strength of contralateral neural connections between the left (linguistic impli-
cated) hemisphere and the right side of the face. During emotional expression, the
left side of the face appears more expressive than the right (Skinner and Mullen
1991). Most researchers (Borod et al. 1981; Borod and Koff 1983; Wylie and
Goodale 1988) have found that spontaneous expressions are more asymmetric
than posed expressions though the findings are debated (Skinner and Mullen
1991). These naturally occurring asymmetries could contribute to attractiveness
and may explain the preferences that have been reported for asymmetric human
faces.
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EXPERIMENT 1

 

To circumvent technical problems caused by mirroring or blending a face with its
mirror image, we developed a new technique of manipulating apparent symmetry.
We constructed pairs of Caucasian face images comprising an original face and a
more symmetrically shaped version (Figure 1a–b). The original shape of the faces

FIGURE 1. Symmetry manipulation for facial images with natural skin textures. Real face
images with normal and symmetric shapes. (a, b) Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 1.
Note that asymmetries in pigmentation and shadows present in the original faces (a) remain in
the more symmetrically shaped versions (b). (c, d) Images made with techniques employed in
previous studies of facial symmetry. (c) Chimeric faces made by combining the left sides of
the original faces with their mirror reflections (c) and similarly for the right sides of the faces
(d) illustrate the shape abnormalities that this technique induces.
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and the disposition of their features were carefully determined by manually marking
the position of predefined feature points (Perrett et al. 1994). The more symmetric
shape was then calculated by averaging the position of corresponding feature mark-
ers on the left and right sides of the face (see Methods following). The original
image of each face was then remapped (warped) to the symmetric shape. As this
manipulation uses the same color information in both the original and symmetric
shapes, asymmetries present in the color information (e.g., left-right differences in
skin pigmentation) remain in the more symmetric version.

 

Method

 

Male and female faces (Caucasian, 15 female and 15 male, ages 20 to 30 years, pos-
ing with neutral expression and head pointing straight at the camera) were frame-
grabbed in 24-bit color (531 horizontal by 704 vertical pixel resolution, Perrett et al.
1994; Rowland and Perrett 1995). Faces were without make-up or adornments (e.g.,
earrings), and males were clean shaven. All individuals wore hair off the forehead.
The shape of the major facial features of each face was defined by manually mark-
ing 224 predefined feature points (e.g., left corner of the mouth) for each digital face
image (Benson and Perrett 1991; Perrett et al. 1994; Rowland and Perrett 1995).
Points were allocated to capture the distinctive shape of individual facial features
while maintaining an equivalent spacing on the left and right sides of the face. All
face images were first normalized (translated, scaled, and rotated) to standard pupil
center positions. A symmetrically shaped version of each face was calculated by
averaging the height and lateral position (relative to a midline, perpendicular to and
bisecting the interpupillary line) of corresponding pairs of feature markers on the
left and right sides of the face. Each original face image was remapped (Benson and
Perrett 1991, 1993; Perrett et al. 1994; Rowland and Perrett 1995) into the corre-
sponding symmetric shape. All images were finally cropped to reduce visibility of
hair and neck. Pairs of original and more symmetric images created this way are
illustrated (Figure 1a and 1b, respectively).

Each pair of faces (symmetric and normal) was presented side by side (in ran-
dom order and counterbalanced for side of presentation) to 49 raters (37 female and
12 male, ages 18 to 22 years) who made forced-choice comparisons of attractive-
ness. Male and female face pairs were presented in separate trial blocks.

 

Results

 

Structural asymmetry in face images.

 

Table 1 presents an analysis of the vertical
and horizontal position of feature points around major facial features for the images
used in Experiment 1. These measurements compared the feature positions in the 30
original faces with the equivalent feature positions in the 30 symmetric versions of
the same faces. For each feature the distribution of asymmetry values was unimodal
and had a mean that approximated zero asymmetry. Column 2 indicates that features
showed no consistent directional asymmetries greater than 1 pixel (where the dis-
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tance between the eye centers was 170 pixels). The height of eye corners showed a
small (0.7 pixel) but significant directional asymmetry.

 

Preferences.

 

For each rater, the proportion of symmetric face stimuli chosen (of
30 stimulus pairs) was calculated. A one sample 

 

t

 

-test showed that raters preferred

 

more of the symmetric stimuli than expected by chance (mean 
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 .0005, all tests reported two-tailed).
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no significant effects of face sex (
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 0.0001,
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 .987) on the number of symmetric faces each rater preferred.
A complementary analysis was performed across faces (

 

N
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 30) rather than
across raters (

 

N
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 49). The proportion of raters selecting the symmetric version of
each stimulus was calculated for each of the 30 face pairs. This produces 30 prefer-
ence scores (one for each face). The null hypothesis predicts the mean of these scores
to be 50% (half the raters preferring symmetric). The mean preference score across
face stimuli was 58% in favor of the more symmetric version. This is significantly
greater than expected by the null hypothesis (
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 .0005). A two-way
ANOVA of the proportion of raters choosing symmetric over normal shape revealed
no main effect of face sex (
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 .22) or observer sex (
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.35) and no interaction (
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 .98) on the preference for symmetry.
Thus, the effect of symmetry on preference was not influenced by sex of face or rater.

On debriefing, raters were asked if they were aware that symmetry had been
manipulated in stimuli and if they thought symmetry had influenced their judg-
ments. The majority (37 of 49 [75%]) were unaware of the manipulation and did not
think it had affected their judgments, yet preference for symmetric faces was still
evident in this subsample. The mean preference score across face stimuli was 56%
in favor of the symmetric version (
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29
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 3.24, 

 

p
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 .003) in this group of raters.

 

Table 1. Magnitude of Asymmetry of Facial Feature Points (for the 30 Faces of Experiment 1)

 

Point description
Directional

asymmetry (pixels) Standard deviation

Outside corner of eye (x)

 

2

 

0.3 0.92
Outside corner of eye (y) 0.7* 0.96
Inside corner of eye (x)

 

2

 

0.3 1.32
Inside corner of eye (y) 0.2 0.94
Center of nose (x) 0.2 5.10
Outside corner of eyebrow (x) 0.0 1.71
Outside corner of eyebrow (y) 0.9 3.05
Inside corner of eyebrow (x) 0.1 2.61
Inside corner of eyebrow (y) 0.2 1.61
Lip corner (x) 0.4 3.73
Lip corner (y) 0.2 1.70
Upper lip center (x) 0.7 4.39
Center of chin (x) 1.6 5.12

 

Asymmetry of 13 feature coordinates was calculated as the difference in the feature position between symmetric and
original face shapes. Directional asymmetry in column 2 gives the mean signed asymmetry for the sample of 30 faces
(expressed in number of pixels). For 1 of the 13 feature point coordinates there was significant directional asymmetry.
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Discussion

 

Given that there are transient asymmetries in facial features during speech and emo-
tional expression, it is germane to assess whether there are directional asymmetries
visible in the structure of facial images. Across the 30 face images the position of
features showed no consistent directional asymmetry. This pattern is typical of fluc-
tuating asymmetry. The only feature with a significant directional asymmetry was
the height of the outer corner of the eyes. The magnitude of asymmetry for this fea-
ture was less than the accuracy of measurement (1 pixel) and may represent bias in
the manual delineation rather than some important anatomical finding.

Unlike previous studies, this experiment indicated that increasing symmetry in
face shape increased attractiveness. Debriefing indicated that raters did not need to
be explicitly aware of symmetry for it to influence their judgments of facial attrac-
tiveness.

The shape manipulation in this experiment increased symmetry but did not pro-
duce totally symmetric face images because differences in skin pigmentation and
shadow between corresponding left and right regions of the original face remain in
the more symmetrically shaped version (see Figure 1b). This may have limited the
influence of symmetry on preferences. In Experiment 2 we therefore compared
judgments of normal asymmetric face shapes with perfectly symmetric versions of
the same faces.

 

EXPERIMENT 2

 

To study the role of shape symmetry in the absence of textural asymmetries we used
composite or blended facial images (Benson and Perrett 1993; Perrett et al. 1994;
Rowland and Perrett 1995). We created pairs of faces with normal (original) and
symmetric shapes but with constant average skin textures. These were produced by
blending 15 face images of the same sex into both the original shape (Figure 2, left)
and the symmetric shaped version of each original face (Figure 2, right). 

 

Method

 

Thirty-two female and 32 male faces were frame-grabbed, and an original and sym-
metric structure was defined for each face as described in Experiment 1. To create
constant color information in these original and symmetric shaped versions of each
face, the same synthetic color information of an average or composite face was
warped into both the original and symmetric shapes for each stimulus pair. For
female images, this synthetic color information was obtained from 15 female faces

 

FIGURE 2.

 

Asymmetric and symmetric face images with average facial textures. Normal
(left) and symmetric (right) face shapes with constant, average facial textures. Average
texture information was produced by warping and blending 15 faces and their mirror images
into the original, asymmetric face shapes (left) and the symmetric shapes (right).
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and their 15 mirror images (15 images being sufficient to approximate average color
information, Burt and Perrett 1995). Each of these 30 female images (contributing to
the synthetic color) was warped into both the 32 original and 32 symmetric face
shapes, and then these shape-matched (warped) faces were blended together. This
resulted in 32 original female shapes and 32 symmetric female shapes, all of which
had the same color information (Benson and Perrett 1991, 1993; Perrett et al. 1994;
Rowland and Perrett 1995). The same process was used to create 32 original male
shapes and 32 symmetric male shapes, all with constant, synthetic male color infor-
mation.

Pairs of normal and symmetric versions of the same face shape were presented
side by side to 22 Caucasian raters (11 female and 11 male, ages 20 to 50 years) for
ranking in terms of attractiveness. Raters had not participated in Experiment 1. Male
and female faces were tested in different blocks of trials. The order of trials, blocks,
and side of presentation of normal and symmetric versions of each pair of faces
were randomized across raters.

 

Results

 

For each rater the proportion of symmetric face stimuli chosen (of 64 stimulus pairs)
was calculated. A one sample 

 

t

 

-test showed that raters preferred more of the sym-
metric stimuli than expected by chance (mean 
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 72.6% symmetric faces preferred,
chance 
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 50%, 
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 6.74, 

 

p
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 .0005). ANOVA showed no significant effects of

 

face sex (
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 0.059, 
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 .81), rater sex (
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1,20
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 2.49, 

 

p

 

 

 

5

 

 .13), or interaction
(F1,20 5 0.015, p 5 .90) on the number of symmetric faces each rater preferred.

A complementary faces-as-subjects analysis demonstrated that, for both male
and female faces, the distribution of preferences was significantly biased towards
symmetry (Figure 3). On average, 72.9% of raters preferred the symmetric version
of a male face and 73.9% of raters preferred the symmetric version of a female face.
These percentages are significantly greater than expected by the null hypothesis
(50% of raters preferring a symmetric shape; t31 5 12.18, p , .0005; t31 5 12.22,
p , .0005, respectively). Symmetry affected preferences for male and female face
shapes equivalently. Two-way ANOVA of the proportion of raters choosing sym-
metric over normal shape showed no effect of rater sex (F1,62 5 0.37, p 5 .55) or
face sex (F1,58 5 0.05, p 5 .82) and no interaction (F1,58 5 0.46, p 5 .50) between
rater and face sex in the effect of symmetry on facial attractiveness. The effect of
symmetry was pervasive across the different facial stimuli. There was a bias in pref-
erence for the symmetric shape for almost all faces tested (62 of 64).

Discussion

Experiment 2 demonstrated again that symmetry enhanced judgments of attractive-
ness. With the face stimuli in Experiment 2 the effects of shape and texture symmetry
were more marked than in Experiment 1 (which manipulated shape, but not texture
symmetry), demonstrating a preference for stimuli with perfect facial symmetry.
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EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiment 2, one member of each pair of stimuli presented to raters was com-
pletely symmetric. It was easy therefore for raters to be explicitly aware of the sym-
metry manipulation of shape. In Experiment 3, we modified the method of
assessment to involve rating judgments with normal and symmetric versions of the
same face presented in different blocks of stimuli. The use of ratings also allows
changes in ratings caused by symmetry manipulation to be related to the attractive-
ness of the original faces (Swaddle and Cuthill 1995).

Method

The 32 pairs of normal and symmetric female face stimuli from Experiment 2 were
split into two sets (each containing 16 normal and 16 symmetric faces) and given to
20 raters (10 female and 10 male, ages 20 to 45 years) who had not participated in
Experiment 1 or 2. Raters were asked to rate the faces on a seven-point scale. Raters
sorted the faces from one set into seven piles, where pile 1 5 least attractive and pile
7 5 most attractive. Raters were then asked to rate the other set in the same way.
Raters were told that the stimuli were all computer generated and that some might
look similar to those just rated.

FIGURE 3. Preference for symmetry in face images with average facial textures. The
distribution of preferences for symmetry for 32 male and 32 female faces with average skin
texture. Preference is expressed, for each face, as the percentage of raters (N 5 40) finding
the symmetric shape more attractive than the original shape.
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The same procedures were used with a further set of 32 pairs of normal and
symmetric male faces and a different set of raters (10 female and 10 male, ages 19 to
46 years) who had not participated in earlier experiments.

Results

Raters gave higher ratings to the symmetric male face stimuli than to the original
male face shapes. For female raters, the mean ratings of the symmetric faces were
significantly higher than the mean ratings of the original faces (Wilcoxon T 5

101.5, N 5 32, p 5 .002). Ratings from the male raters showed the same trend with-
out reaching statistical significance (T 5 163, N 5 32, p 5 .06).

For the female facial stimuli, both male and female raters gave higher mean
ratings to symmetric faces rather than original faces (T 5 79.5, N 5 32, p , .0005;
T 5 100.5, N 5 32, p 5 .001, respectively).

The magnitude of change in ratings with manipulation of symmetry did not
correlate with initial rating of attractiveness for the original female (r 5 .08, df 5
31, p . .05) or male (r 5 2.17, df 5 31, p . .05) faces.

On debriefing, raters were asked what they based their judgments on. Whereas
raters frequently commented on the eyes (e.g., kind), mouth, and overall expression
(e.g., grumpy or angry), only one commented on the degree of symmetry. Even
when the experimenters pointed out that symmetry had been manipulated, very few
(4 of 40) of the raters were aware of this or thought it had influenced judgments.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Faces often show transient asymmetries during speech and emotional expression.
Measurements of the faces used in Experiment 1 showed that the features of static
faces with neutral expression do not show marked directional asymmetries. Whereas
individual faces do show marked anatomical asymmetry in the shape of features,
this asymmetry fluctuates in direction and magnitude across the population.

The results of Experiment 3 closely parallel those of Experiment 2 despite the
different methods of assessment. In Experiment 1, symmetry manipulations were
rather subtle; natural asymmetries in skin pigmentation were present in both original
and more symmetric versions of the same face. Perhaps because of the subtlety of
the manipulation, 75% of raters were unaware that symmetry had been manipulated.
In Experiment 2, raters made forced-choice attractiveness comparisons between nat-
ural asymmetric face shapes and totally symmetric versions of the same face shapes.
Not surprisingly, many raters were aware that symmetry was manipulated within
face pairs. The change in methods from Experiment 2 to 3 prevented most raters
from being aware of the symmetry manipulation. Despite this change in awareness,
all three experiments provided clear evidence that symmetry was beneficial for fa-
cial attractiveness.

Because attractiveness has been shown in previous work to correlate with de-
gree of symmetry (Gangestad et al. 1994; Grammer and Thornhill 1994), one might
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expect that faces with low ratings of attractiveness might benefit most from the sym-
metry transform. There was no support for this in Experiment 3, although Swaddle
and Cuthill (1995) did find a negative relation between the impact of symmetry on
attractiveness ratings and the starting attractiveness of faces.

There are progressive changes in the shape of faces, particularly in soft tissues,
throughout life (Burt and Perrett 1995). Asymmetries in face shape due to differen-
tial growth and ageing will therefore be more prominent in older faces. One might
then predict that the effects of symmetry on attractiveness would be more pro-
nounced for older faces. It is relevant that, in the only previous report of positive ef-
fects of facial symmetry, Kowner (1996) found that the attractiveness of old faces
was increased by making them symmetric (aligning one half face with its mirror re-
flection). The same symmetry transformation decreased the facial attractiveness for
children and young adults (Kowner 1996). As noted in the introduction, the mirror
reflection technique may underestimate the importance of symmetry because it in-
troduces other feature anomalies. Kowner (1996) also demonstrated that asymmetry
itself may be a perceptual cue to age since asymmetric faces were perceived as older
than symmetric faces.

The techniques used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 allowed symmetry to be manip-
ulated while keeping other facial qualities constant. With these methods we have
found that, for male and female face shapes, increasing the symmetry increases at-
tractiveness. These results contrast with previous studies that reported preferences
for asymmetry but have used less appropriate image processing techniques (Kowner
1996; Langlois et al. 1994; Samuels et al. 1994; Swaddle and Cuthill 1995).

Since performing our studies, we have become aware of studies of facial sym-
metry by Rhodes (personal communication). Rhodes et al. (1988) kept the texture of
faces constant and found a preference for symmetry over asymmetry. The tech-
niques used by Rhodes et al. were similar to those of Swaddle and Cuthill (1995),
but the problems of double blemishes (caused by combining original and mirror im-
ages textures) were removed first by manually retouching images to remove distin-
guishing marks. The results of Rhodes et al. complement those of the present study
in that both demonstrate that asymmetry in faces reduces attractiveness. Experiment
1 reported here goes some way to establishing the ecological validity of research on
facial symmetry because it demonstrates a preference for more symmetric facial im-
ages with entirely natural skin pigmentation and texture.

The use of such natural skin textures in Experiment 1 did not allow the face im-
ages to be made completely symmetric. Therefore, Experiment 1 leaves open the
possibility that complete symmetry might be less attractive than a slight degree of
asymmetry. With synthetic skin textures, Experiments 2 and 3 show that perfectly
symmetric faces are preferred to faces with normal levels of shape asymmetry.

The preference for symmetry may arise because raters find average face shapes
attractive (Langlois et al. 1994). Raters may also prefer the appearance of face
shapes that differ systematically from average (Perrett et al. 1994) in ways which
exaggerate characteristics of youth (Burt and Perrett 1995) or characteristics influ-
enced by sex hormones ( Perrett et al. 1998; Singh 1995). These nonaverage face
shapes may be preferred if they remain symmetric (Johnstone 1994; for a discussion
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of the problems of disassociating the effects of symmetry and averageness, see
Swaddle and Cuthill 1995). In this way, symmetry is one factor contributing to the
spectrum of influences on facial attractiveness.

This work was supported by Unilever Research and the ESRC. We thank L. Murray for help collecting
data and R. Byrne, J. Graves, S.P. Henzi, M. Ritches, and D. Symons for comments on the manuscript.
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